Abstract. We give some sufficient conditions for an expansive diffeomorphism / of a compact manifold to be such that every neighbouring diffeomorphism shows, roughly, all the dynamical features of /. These results are then applied to prove a structural stability theorem for pseudo-Anosov maps.
Introduction
Let / be a homeomorphism of the compact riemannian manifold M; we say that the trajectory through x e M is persistent if given e > 0 there exists a ^-neighbourhood of / such that if g belongs to that neighbourhood, then for some y e M, dist(/ n (x),g"(y))< £ , neZ. In this paper we give some sufficient conditions for this property to hold uniformly on certain /-invariant subsets of M, and, as an application, we prove that Thurston's pseudo-Anosov maps are 'structurally stable'.
When / is expansive and M itself is (uniformly) persistent then, roughly, the dynamics of / may be found in each g close enough to / in the C°-topology (see § 1); however, these g may present dynamical features with no counterpart in /. Thus, (uniform) persistence of M is a weaker property than topological stability ( [7] , [3] ); nevertheless, if we restrict the perturbations to a suitable class, we may still get conjugacy between / and g. Among other results we prove, for expansive /, that if M is a two or threedimensional manifold, the set of non-wandering points of / is persistent (see § 1 for the definition) provided it contains a dense subset of hyperbolic periodic points. We also show that in the case where / preserves a smooth volume form, then Pesin's region (see [5, § 1.7] ) is persistent when it has positive measure (theorems 2.8, 2.9). For pseudo-Anosov / we show that if g is C 1 -close enough to / and coincides with / at singular points, then g is conjugate to / (theorem 3.5).
We believe that, apart from such applications, there is another reason for studying these persistence properties: it seems plausible to think that if a theory of asymptotic behaviour is possible, then semi-persistence (i.e. persistence of positive or negative semi-trajectories) should hold on big subsets of M for large classes of dynamical systems. For recurrent trajectories (the case we shall mainly be concerned with) both notions, persistence and semi-persistence, are equivalent, as may easily be shown.
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Persistence
Let M be a compact connected riemannian smooth manifold and f:M->M a homeomorphism. An /-invariant subset K <= M is persistent if for each s > 0 there exists a C°-neighbourhood N = N(K, e) of / such that for each xelt and each geN there exists yeM such that dist (/"(x), g"(y))<e for every neZ. When K = M(K = (!(/)) we say that / is persistent (resp. O-persistent). Topologically stable homeomorphisms are persistent but, as may easily be shown, there are persistent homeomorphisms, for instance pseudo-Anosov maps, that are not topologically stable.
Obviously if K is persistent, so is its closure K; we shall therefore consider only compact subsets of M. Assume now that / is expansive, i.e. that there exists a > 0 such that if dist (/"(*), /"(y))^ a for every neZ, then x = y. Such an a is called an expansivity constant of /. The following lemma states essentially that except for an identification of 'indistinguishable' points, dynamical systems with expansivity constant a form an open set in the C°-topology.
Proof. Since M is compact and / is expansive it is easy to show that there exists m e Z + such that dist (x, y)=: 8 implies dist (/"(*),/"(y))> a for some neZ,|n|<m.
)^a for neZ, and if for some n 0 ,
which is absurd. Consequently, dist (g"(x), g"(y))ssS for every neZ.
• Choose 5<3a and let N = N(S) be the corresponding neighbourhood of / given by lemma 1.1. For g€ N define the relation R g by R g = i(x,y)eMXM: dist (g"(x), g"(y))^ 5, neZ}; then i? g is an equivalence relation and each equivalence class is compact. If n: M-» M/Rg is the canonical projection, we define a homeomorphism g of the compact Hausdorff space M/R g onto itself by n(g(x)), xeM. 
, g"(y)) < e , n e Z , for some x £ K}. If y t e K g , i = 1, 2, and dist (f"{x), g"(y,)) s e , n e Z, then (y,, y 2 ) € i? g . Also, if for i = 1, 2, dist (/"(*,), g n (y ; )) < e, n e Z and w (y x ) = ir(y 2 ), then dist (f n (x 1 ),f n (x 2 )) < a for n 6 Z, and therefore x t = x 2 -These remarks imply that the mapping h: x -> u-(y), where dist (/"(*), g"(y)) s e, n e Z, is well denned and moreover, that h:
bijective. Since h is continuous and h{f(x)) = g(h(x)), h is a conjugacy between
and g/ir(K g ) as we had to show.
•
Remark. If g is itself expansive, say with expansivity constant /?, and lies in N(8) n N(K, e), where 5 and e are chosen as before, and in addition 8</3, then w/K g is a homeomorphism and / / X is conjugate to g/K g . In particular, when K = M w e also have that K g = M since X g is open in M; thus, in this case / is conjugate to g.
Expansive systems
Let / be an expansive C^-diffeomorphism of the compact, connected, smooth, riemannian manifold M, let ft > 0 be an expansivity constant for / and let P <= M be /-invariant and such that for each xeP, xe a(x) and x€ w(x), where a(x) and <o(x) denote the limit sets of the trajectory through x. Assume, furthermore, that at each xeP there are transversal local stable and unstable manifolds S x , U x . In other words, we assume that for each xeP, there exists g x :B k ->M, g*(0) = x, and
: \h x (Bi) and that for each x e P, if y £ S*(resp. t/ x ), then dist (/"(*), /"(y)) < ) 3 for n >O(resp. n < 0). Here we have set g x {B k ) = S x , h x (B,) = U x . We assume furthermore that for each x e P there exists r x >0, such that if y belongs to the trajectory through x and dist (x, y) < r x , then S y ft U x , and S y nU x * 0 . PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that for each xeP, S x or U x is one-dimensional. Then P is persistent. Proof. Let {M,<t>) be the suspension of (M,/), <f> being the suspension flow; we assume that M is endowed with some riemannian metric. We assume, as we may, that S x <= int K^ix, 0) and prove the following lemma. by taking limits, and since / is expansive, we reach a contradiction. Now assume, arguing again by contradiction, that for some t 0 > 0 and some y 0 6 S x , we have that ix, t 0 ). Then, for some n > 0 , both sets {yeS x : <t>(y, t) £ K a {x, t) for some /, 0< t< n} and {y e S x : <f>(y, Qeint KM, 0, O^t^nj are open and non-empty. By (iii) and the assertion at the beginning of this proof, they are also disjoint; since obviously their union is the connected set S x , this is absurd.
• for any T , 0 S T < -( , and any s , 0 s j < s o . Choose p' > 0 such that <tt(£ 77) < a if £ 77 e A and dist (£ 77) < p', and then choose <r'>0, such that °U.{t;, rj) < cr' implies dist (£, 77) <p'. We assume with no loss of generality that the T of lemma 2.3 is less than -1 and for t < T we define C, by 
<U(x, g(su))-<K(<i>,(x), 4>,(g(su))) = J <U{+Ax), <t>Ag(su))) dr
f° ..
-J:
Since ^!(x, g(s«)) ^ 0 (see [3, p. 202] ), this inequality proves the lemma.
• Now we assume that U x is one dimensional. Since the previous arguments also apply to U x when we move forward, for some z=f{x),n>0, there is an embedding 
(g, v)<0 it t; = 4>(x, t) and 77 € C,ndK^(x, t), f< T (b)
m°U (i,u v 
{h(s v + s(t)))eintK a {x, t v + t).
Since s o (t, u), ||M|| = 1, ("<(<(,+/* is upper semicontinuous and S\{t, u), 0<s 1 
is lower semicontinuous, it is easy to see that there exists a continuous s'(t, u), Si(t, u)<s'(t, u)<s o (t, u) defined for ||w|| = 1, t v -^t< t v + t*. Let C, be defined by
C', = {<f>,(g(su)): \\u\\ = l,0<s<s'(t, u)} for t v <t<t v + t*.
For y € Xv, let t(y), 0 < t(y) < t*, be such that IJJ,(y) e int /^.(x, <" + r) if 0 < / < f(y) and tl/,(y)edK ir '(x,h + t) if f = f(y). It follows from (c) that t(y) depends continuously on y (see for instance [3, p. 198] ). Now we define, for i = 0,1, x'v c Xv as the set of y such that there exists a differentiable arc, contained in the interior of the ball of radius p centred at <f>(x, t v + t(y)), transversal to C' ny) and joining
<]>(y,t(y)) to <f>ny)(h(s v + s{t(y))))
, with the property that its (mod 2) intersection number with C', iy) is i. Since by (a) ^(y, t(y))e C', iy) for no y in x v , and since two arcs joining i/»(y, t{y)) to <t>, iy) {h(s v + s(t(y)))) contained in the above mentioned ball are homotopic within the ball, we conclude that x' v is well defined, i = 0,1, and that = X v and # As both are open and since by (b) they are also non-empty, we have a contradiction. Thus, for each x&P there exists x'eM such that dist {\\i,(x 1 ), <f>,(x))<p, teR. Now the proof of the proposition may be completed readily on the basis of the remarks included in the two last paragraphs at the end of the proof of proposition 3.1 in [3, p. 200 ].
• The next corollary follows immediately from the previous proposition and well known results about stable and unstable manifolds for hyperbolic sets. COROLLARY [5, proposition 4.7] .
• The following lemma may be applied to get some other consequences of proposition 2.1 concerning low-dimensional M. Let / be a diffeomorphism of the compact connected riemannian manifold M. A point x e M is stable if for every e > 0 there is 8 > 0 such that if y e M and dist (x, y) < 8, then dist (f n (x), /"(y)) =s e for every n>0.
LEMMA 2.7. / / / is expansive there are no stable points. Proof. Suppose that x e M is stable, let e be less than half the expansivity constant of / and let 8 be as in the definition above; we assume 8 < e. Let (M, <f>) be the suspension of (M,/) and % % % the Lyapunov functions for <f>. Let cr>0 be such that if we define K a (x, t) as before, then dist (<f>,(x), £)<8 for each £e K a (x, i).
For y e dK a (x, 0) we have that dist (/"(y), /"(*)) < s, n > 0 and therefore, on account of the expansivity of/ we must have that for some T < 0 , ^l(<f> t {x), f)<0 for every f e BK a {x, t) and every t< T. Indeed, if this were not the case we would reach a contradiction through a connectedness argument on an arc contained in K a {x, t) and joining 4>,(x) to a point £e dK^{x, t) such that %(0,(x), £) > 0. In this way we 574 /. Lewowicz could find y,edK a (x,0) such that <f> s (y) e K v (x, s), f < s < 0 , for negative t of arbitrarily large absolute value.
If z eM is an a-limit point of x, we must then have that il{4> t (z), 77) <0 for every t] &bK a {z, i) and every teR. This implies that if (eK^(z,t 0 ) for some t 0 , then 4>M)GK a {z, t) for any t>t 0 ; therefore <£(z, 0 e^aU, 0) for arbitrarily large t Since a may be chosen arbitrarily small, this implies xeco(z) and since if dist (x, x') < S, limdist (/"(*),/"(*')) = 0, n-»oo this in turn, implies xe <o(x). But if y lies in a suitable neighbourhood JVcJVfof *, we have by the same reasoning, that yea»(y) = w(x). Now let y'ew(x); then y'e<u(z), and therefore for some m>0. It follows that for some n,f"(y') lies in N, i.e. that a>(x) is open. As M is connected, W(AC) = M = W(Z), but this implies that every point in M is stable, which is absurd, since we could then find a sequence of iterates of / converging to a trivial map, uniformly on M.
• In the following theorems dim M = 2 or 3. These theorems follow at once from lemma 2.7 and our previous results.
Applications
As may easily be seen the previous results apply equally well to the case of pseudo-Anosov 'diffeomorphisms' and to the case of the homeomorphisms considered in [4] , in spite of the fact that they fail to be diffeomorphisms at a finite number of points (however, they are Lipschitzian homeomorphisms). They are expansive and have a dense set of hyperbolic periodic points (see [4] and [1, expose 9, p. 177]). Therefore we may state: COROLLARY 3.1. Pseudo-Anosov maps and the homeomorphisms constructed in [4] are persistent.
In order to find homeomorphisms conjugate to these we only need, according to the remark at the end of § 1, to show that there are expansive homeomorphisms arbitrarily close to them, whose expansivity constants are bounded away from zero.
